IBM Data & AI

Pay for what
you need with
IBM Netezza
Take advantage of granular elastic
scaling and speed, powered by a
mature massively parallel processing
engine to maximize value from your
data warehouse in the cloud.
IBM Netezza Performance Server as a Service (NPSaaS)
is IBM’s fully managed, modern cloud enterprise data
warehouse for faster insights and processing, in-database
analytics, and a pay-for-what-you need cost model.
Simplicity drives Netezza and Netezza sets the standards on
what simplicity of use means in the world of enterprise data
warehousing and analytics.
NPSaaS uses granular elastic scaling to allow you to easily
address both planned and unplanned workload spikes.
It also provides access to powerful, in-database analytics
which enables teams to build models that operate on,
predict, and score data directly inside Netezza. Enjoy these
benefits and much more while only paying for what you need
when you need it!
Built on an open and extensible cloud-native AI platform and
fully managed on Microsoft Azure, NPSaaS modernizes how
businesses store and analyze their enterprise data.

Compare the benefits of Netezza vs
other EDWs on-premises or in the cloud:

NPSaaS is up to 78% faster
than the leading competitor

Save up to 47%
on licensing costs

Pay only for what you use
with granular scaling

See the strength of NPSaaS
Analytics-at-Scale

See how you can lower costs, enhance productivity, and reduce
risk by choosing IBM Netezza Performance Server as a Service
(NPSaaS). Looking to upgrade from NPS on-premise to NPSaaS?
Enjoy risk-free, frictionless upgrades with Netezza when you
upgrade with single command, nz_migrate.
Want to learn more? Read the latest report from Cabot Partners
on the Total Value of Ownership of Netezza.

Get the report here
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